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Currently, digital technology is rightfully one of the most important types of electronic 

devices for humanity. A worldwide Network is spread almost all over the world - the Internet, 
which unites people, cities and even countries. According to the estimates of the International 
Telecommunication Union, 53.6 % of the population on Earth regularly uses the Internet, and in 
developed countries this percentage reaches 86.6 % [1]. Digital technology is responsible for 
the development, formation and use of the Internet. Thanks to the invention and general popu-
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larization of smartphones and laptops, humanity has been able to use the Internet almost any-
where and with a high degree of comfort. 

Competition, at its core, is a rivalry between companies that produce goods or services 
for the opportunity to find a consumer of their product in order to further sell it and make a profit. 
Competition is rightfully considered the most important factor in the development of the compa-
ny. The very phenomenon of competition between companies forces them to study consumer 
requests for certain services. Below are a number of criteria that are necessary to maintain or 
improve competitiveness: 

 timely updating of its range of goods or services that must match its price, 

 product quality and  novelty, 

 timely price adjustment, 

 continuous improvement of various customer service systems. 
Also, do not forget about the analysis of the competitive advantages of your organiza-

tion and competing organizations. The company will face setbacks, up to withdrawal from the 
market, if the company is uncompetitive for certain reasons and cannot clearly express any ad-
vantages over competitors, even if there are any. 

The world's largest manufacturers of digital technology, such as Apple, Samsung, IBM, 
Microsoft, etc. they have been sharing a large digital technology market for decades, constantly 
competing with each other. If a few decades ago the digital and computer technology market 
was only in the initial stage of development, and such giants as Intel, IBM and Apple had much 
smaller scales, now there are many corporations with a turnover of tens of billions of dollars and 
above. 

Based on the modern market and the presence of a huge number of potential and actu-
al competitors, even the largest companies are now forced to invest in the development of inno-
vative ways to compete for consumer attention. Consider the competition in the environment of 
computing and computers - most clearly on the examples of companies such as Intel and AMD, 
referring to Figure 1. 

Figure 1 – Shares of Intel and AMD sales in Mindfactory sales over the past five years 
 

The graph provided in Figure 1 contains information about changes in the share of sales 
of these two processor manufacturers over the past 5 years. Intel has been a leader in proces-
sor sales for more than two decades, but the quality of improvements to their processors, as 
well as their level of innovation, have declined significantly during this time, up to almost com-
plete stagnation after the release of the Sandy Bridge processor family (2011) until 2020. AMD, 
on the contrary, being not such a large company, produced quite highly specialized processors. 
As soon as it became clear that the nature of Intel's improvement of its products had become 
very slow, by 2017 AMD decided to invest in the enhanced development of new, innovative pro-
cessors for the company and the market as a whole – AMD Ryzen. If we talk about the number 
of CPUs sold, AMD surpassed Intel for the first time in many years in 2017, but quickly lost its 
leadership. But already in 2018, with the release of the Zen+ generation, AMD sales increased 
significantly again, and after that the company's share has always been higher than Intel's 
share. Actually, with the release of Ryzen 3000 in 2019, everything became even clearer. 

However, the competition between these processor manufacturers is not only at the 
level of quality and final product characteristics, but also at the production level. Both compa-
nies use the power of TSMC, the world's largest manufacturer of semiconductor crystals, to 
produce their processors. Competition begins already at the design stage, since one of the main 
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qualities of a processor that directly affects its power and efficiency is its process technology. 
The technological process of semiconductor production is a technological process for the manu-
facture of semiconductor (n/a) products and materials; it consists of: a sequence of technologi-
cal (processing, assembly) and control operations, photolithography and lithographic equipment 
are used in the production of n / a products. The resolution (in microns and nm) of this equip-
ment (the so-called design standards) determines the name of the specific technological pro-
cess used [2]. The processor process, in fact, means the physical size of one transistor on the 
processor substrate, it depends on what the CPU will have power consumption, heat genera-
tion, as well as how many transistors can fit on one substrate, which directly affects its final 
computing performance. Since 2016, Intel has not actually resorted to reducing the technical 
process of its processors, leaving it at around 14nm. While AMD, starting with the Risen line 
(2017), each generation reduces this indicator, and now it reaches 7 nm., which is one of the 
competitive advantages of their processors. 

 
Considering one of the largest markets for electronics and digital technology today – the 

smartphone market, then you can see a much larger number of manufacturing companies and 
much more "fierce" competition. 

In 2007, Apple introduced the first smartphone in the modern sense – the Apple iPhone. 
The device went on sale on June 29, 2007 along with the iPhone OS and quickly gained a sig-
nificant part of the smartphone market in the United States. The popularity of the iPhone OS 
was supported by the iPod touch, which went on sale in September of the same year, which, 
however, had noticeably reduced functionality compared to the iPhone [3]. This smartphone 
was a completely new device for the market, although already at the time of release it was los-
ing to competitors in many consumer characteristics. Apple did not immediately "conquer" the 
smartphone market, as competition from manufacturers more familiar to consumers - Nokia, 
Samsung, Siemens, etc. was too great. 

 
Figure 2 – Market share of smartphone operating systems in the world in 2008-2009 

 
Analyzing the graph shown in Figure 2, we can conclude that even 2 years after the re-

lease of such an innovative smartphone as the iPhone, the company's market share was much 
inferior to other companies. The main share was occupied by Nokia (OS Symbian) and Black-
Berry (RIM). 

There is a paradox that Apple iPhone smartphones, which by 2011 (iPhone 4S) had be-
come the absolute market flagships in technical terms, did not increase their smartphone mar-
ket share above 7 % in total sales. In turn, in 2017, at the time of the release of the iPhone 8 
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and iPhone X, these smartphones, as a rule, were significantly inferior to competitors in terms of 
characteristics, but the total market share increased to 11 %. 

It was this year that Apple began to use a special way of competition, which is market-
ing based on imaginary innovations and huge consumer loyalty to the company. The iPhone X 
released at that time, on the ”revolutionary" of which Apple was betting, was inferior to competi-
tors in the face of Samsung Galaxy S8, Pixel 2/2XL, HTC U11+ in a whole range of consumer 
characteristics, such as: screen resolution, stereo speaker volume, data transfer rate and dis-
play brightness. However, the average consumer preferred the iPhone, thanks to Apple's suc-
cessful marketing policy. 

At the stage of production and patents in the same 2017, when developing the iPhone 
X, Apple also applied another tool of competition, such as patents. When developing the shape 
and dimensions of the iPhone X case and display, a far from new, but previously patented tech-
nology of “wrapping” a flexible OLED display around the edges of the smartphone inside the 
frame was used, thanks to which it was possible to make the narrowest and only symmetrical 
frames around the screen on the market. Until now, due to this Apple patent, other smartphone 
manufacturers cannot use this screen manufacturing technology in their smartphones, and are 
forced to invest tens of millions of dollars in the development of new or similar technologies. 

The current sales trend of Apple, in essence, contradicts the fact that the highest quality 
and cheapest goods are sold best. At the end of 2020, Apple became the main headliner of 
growth, doubling sales volumes (to 90.1 million units) relative to the third quarter due to the iPh-
one 12 series and soaring due to this from the fourth line of the rating to the first, taking 23.4 % 
of the market. It was followed by Samsung with 73.9 million shipped devices (19.1 % of the 
market), and Xiaomi closes the top three with 43.3 million smartphones sold and a market share 
of 11.2 %. Last but not least, its success is associated with a huge decrease in Huawei ship-
ments by 42.4 % and a reduction in its market share to 8.4 %, analysts says [4]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 – Top 5 smartphone manufacturing companies by sales and occupied market shares in 
2019-2020 

 
Based on the data presented in the figure, it can be concluded that Apple products are 

becoming more popular every year. Moreover, this popularity is not due to the optimal price of 
the product, but to the extremely successful competition policy from Apple. Paradoxically, in 
2021, according to Counterpoint Research, the most popular smartphones are the iPhone 12, 
iPhone 12 Pro Max and iPhone 11, although they have the highest cost of all available flagship 
smartphones on the market and presented in the study, in particular. 
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Figure 4 – Top 10 best-selling smartphone models in the world in January 2021 [5] 

 
When directly comparing the consumer characteristics of Apple smartphones with man-

ufacturers such as Samsung, Xiaomi or Oneplus, we can say that their products are absolutely 
outdated in moral and technological terms for 2-3 years, which is a huge period for the modern 
smartphone market. 

 
Table 1 – Comparative analysis of the iPhone 12 Pro Max smartphone with its competitors 
 

Specifications 
iPhone 12 Pro 

Max 
Samsung Galaxy 

S21 Ultra 
Xiaomi Mi 11 

Date of market launch 2020 2020 2020 

Retail price in Russia, rou-
bles 

105980 92900 69990 

OS IOS Android Android 

The version of the operat-
ing system at the time of 
release 

IOS 14 Android 11 R Android 11 R 

Screen Size 6.7" 6.8" 6.81" 

Screen resolution 1284x2778 1440x3200 1440x3200 

RAM 4 GB 12 GB 8 GB 

Support for multiple SIM 
cards 

1 2 2 

Number of cameras 4 5 4 

Number of matrix points of 
the main camera 

12 megapixels 108 megapixels 108 megapixels 

CPU 
Apple A14 Bi-

onic 

Exynos 
2100/Snapdragon 

888 
Snapdragon 888 

CPU clock speed 2 450 MHz 2 840 MHz 2 840 MHz 

Dimensions (WxHxT) 
78.1 х 160.8 х 

7.4 mm 
75.6 х 165.1 х 8.9 

mm 
74.6 x 164.3 x 8.06 

mm 

Screen manufacturing 
technology 

OLED 
Dynamic AMOLED 

2X, 120 Hz 
AMOLED, 120 Hz 

Number of pixels per inch 458 ppi 515 ppi 515 ppi 

Maximum video resolution 3840 x 2160 7680 x 4320 7680 x 4320 

Front camera 12 Mp 40 Mp 20 Mp 

Battery capacity 3 687 mAh 5 000 mAh 4 600 mAh 
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In terms of characteristics, the smartphone analyzed in Table 1 is significantly inferior to 
its direct competitors from Samsung and Xiaomi. This is especially observed in the points 
"Number of matrix points of the main camera" and "Battery capacity". 

It is also possible to analyze the competitiveness of Apple smartphones with others 
through the most important innovation and innovation of the most modern phones – the installa-
tion of screens with an increased screen refresh rate. The refresh rate of the screen shows how 
fast the image changes on it. It tells you how much such iteration occurs every second, and is 
measured in Hertz (Hz). The picture on the display with a refresh rate of 60 Hz changes 60 
times per second, 90 Hz says about changing the image 90 times per second, and 120 Hz is 
120 iterations for the same period of time. The screen with a refresh rate of 120 Hz in a modern 
flagship smartphone changes the image on the screen twice as fast as the usual display at 60 
Hz. Smartphones that use screens with a refresh rate of 90 Hz or 120 Hz show any moving con-
tent more smoothly. The value of increasing the frequency increases when it comes to a much 
larger number of dynamic graphic elements on the screen [6]. 

The first smartphone with a non-standard refresh rate was the Sharp Aquos Zeta SH-
01H with 120 Hz, which appeared in the winter of 2015. A few years later, by 2020, almost all 
Android flagships are equipped with screens with a similar refresh rate, which can be seen on 
the example of two smartphones in Table 1. However, Apple flagships were deprived of such an 
innovative feature until the fall of 2021, which is again paradoxical. In September 2021, Apple 
presented its new flagship iPhone 13 Pro/Pro Max, where the company presented its flagship 
display with a screen refresh rate of 120 Hz – as something revolutionary. However, this way of 
competing after 2017 and the release of the iPhone X has lost its effectiveness greatly, and this 
innovation was taken for granted. 

 
Competition in the digital technology environment can also be considered in the market 

of home entertainment systems, namely, game consoles. The time period under consideration 
is the second half of the eighth generation of game consoles, March 2017 – January 2020. 
Sony's console, the PlayStation 4, significantly dominates sales over its direct competitor, the 
Xbox One. In Figure 5, you can clearly see the gap in the number of sales of these two prod-
ucts. 

 
Figure 5 – Total sales of Xbox One, PlayStation 4 and Switch for 2017-2020 [7] 

 
There are several reasons for a significant gap. The very first reason for the final un-

competitiveness of the Xbox One, oddly enough, appeared even before the start of console 
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sales. At its presentation in May 2013, Microsoft provided several key positions regarding the 
console, which negatively affected the consumer's desire to purchase it: 

 Xbox One will require a permanent Internet connection; 

 Xbox One will not play used discs (it will not be possible to resell the disc to 
someone or even give it to a friend to play); 

 The Xbox One will only come with a Kinect sensor (which is practically useless); 

 The Xbox One will cost $500 – $100 more expensive than the PS4. 
Immediately after this presentation, Microsoft's shares fell, but Sony's soared. Interest-

ingly, later (even before the console was released), the company abandoned all of the above 
points, however, the potential consumer still had a negative impression of the product. While 
Sony, in the same year, actually showed nothing of interest to the buyer. They showed exclu-
sive games, but did not say when these games will be released at all. As a result, it turned out 
this way – Microsoft "stipulated" themselves, while Sony did not have to take special measures. 
A lot of people were sure that there would be nothing to play on Xbox One, although the situa-
tion was rather the opposite, because Sony showed these very trailers of games from time to 
time, but before the release of Uncharted 4 there was nothing really loud on PS4 [8]. 

The second reason for the lack of competitiveness of the console from Microsoft is the 
insufficiently innovative hardware. Xbox One was inferior to Sony's competitor in computing 
power – the main characteristic of the device, whose task is to launch large-scale and detailed 
three-dimensional projects. Figure 6 shows the main technical characteristics and differences 
between the two competitors. 

 
Figure 6 – Comparison of the main technical characteristics of Xbox One and 

PlayStation 4 
 
The most important points of comparison presented in Figure 6 – Rated Floating Point 

and Unified Memory clearly demonstrate the superiority of the Sony console. 
However, there is another reason for the success of the PS4 against the background of 

the Xbox – the policy of "exclusives". In fact, this is a way of competition, which consists in spe-
cial contracts between Sony and game manufacturers, so that they release certain "titles" only 
on PS4. Among such "exclusive" projects: Days Gone, Infamous: Second Son, Until Dawn, Ni-
oh, God Of War (2018) and many others. The use of such contracts with game-making studios 
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significantly tilts the consumer's "cup of choice" towards Sony, since large-scale and interesting 
projects are released exclusively for PS4, which simply cannot be purchased with an Xbox. 

Generalizing, if we consider the situation in the digital technology market as a whole, 
companies use an extensive number of different ways to compete. Analyzing the market from 
three different positions, we can conclude that depending on the type of products produced 
(CPU, smartphones, etc.), methods of increasing its competitiveness also depend. For compu-
ting processors, this is usually an increase in energy efficiency and productivity by improving 
production processes and technologies. Smartphones have a much more comprehensive ap-
proach, consisting in competition and at the stage of production, patents, software development 
and aggressive marketing. In the home entertainment market through the competition of two 
”giants" PS4 and Xbox One, it can be concluded that such methods as the conclusion of con-
tracts for the exclusive supply of products exclusively for one company are also used to excel 
over a competitor. 
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